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Abstract. In this paper we describe a system for the location of simple
graphemes in mediaeval manuscripts based on the Mask R-CNN convo-
lutional neural network. This is the first step towards the ambitious goal
of providing palaeographers with a powerful tool with which to speed up
and refine the delicate process of dating and determining the origin of
manuscripts. In order to train the network, a new dataset composed of
49 pages of Latin Middle Ages manuscripts has been built. Experimental
results demonstrate that using the Mask R-CNN network, along with a
proper configuration of parameters, leads to good overall outcomes of
classification.
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1 Introduction
The analysis of manuscripts, in particular their dating and localization, repre-
sents the principal way to reconstruct our history before the invention of movable
type printing. Unfortunately, for the large majority of manuscripts there is no
reliable information about their origin and provenance. As a matter of fact, only
after the late 14th Century we have significant quantities of items with associated
dating information in libraries and archives. For this reason, palaeographers use
a variety of methods to determine the age of a manuscript, but they can usu-
ally only provide an approximate period of time about its origin. Among the
methodologies used by palaeographers we can list the study of the material, the
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ink used, and of course the analysis of the language. In the case of mediaeval
manuscripts, researchers have an additional element from which to draw im-
portant information to carry out their dating task: the analysis of the shape of
graphemes and the features that make them up. Indeed, different ways of writ-
ing the same grapheme have spread among the amanuenses, in a way similar to
what happens to us today with cursive and capital letters. Since these graphic
signs have changed several times and spread slowly over the centuries, they are
a trace of how writing has changed over time. By closely observing the changes
in lettering, palaeographers can provide a basic time frame for when the docu-
ment was written. However, some writing styles lasted for a so long time or were
so widespread that they could not provide any useful information for dating.
For these reasons scholars are interested in examining for each manuscript the
copyist’s graphic choices and also the presence or absence of significant graphic
variants. This process is very long and prone to human errors, such as wrong
reading or missing an occurrence of the searched sign. When manuscripts consist
of a large number of pages i.e. hundreds or thousands of pages, it is very difficult
to completely and carefully inspect them because it would be an extremely time
consuming task. Usually, only a small amount of sample pages is analysed in
order to extract the required information. This kind of approach can easily lead
to incorrect dating results due to the fact that copying a manuscript took years
of time during which even the same amanuensis could change its writing style
several times.
For these reasons, a system capable of extracting information about the pres-
ence of certain palaeographic letter variants within a collection of documents can
be of particular use to palaeographers. In this paper we describe the first version
of a grapheme-detection system based on the Mask R-CNN deep neural network
in order to identify and count the occurrences of a specific subset of graphemes in
manuscripts from the Latin Middle Ages. This work is part of the project "Me-
diaeval manuscripts of Tuscany (XIII-XIV centuries): design and development
of software for dating and determination of origin" financed by SISMEL (So-
cietà Internazionale per lo Studio del Medioevo Latino), DINFO (Dipartimento
di Ingegneria dell’Informazione of the University of Florence), and Fondazione
Cassa di Risparmio Firenze.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we present
related work about character recognition and the Mask R-CNN framework. In
Section 3 we describe the building process of the dataset employed in this project.
In Section 4 we present the approaches used to train the network. Finally, Section
5 contains the obtained results and in Section 6 we draw the conclusions.
2 Related Work
In this section we discuss related work concerning the detection of characters
in manuscript images and we provide a summary of the main object detection
approach considered in our work.
2.1 Character detection in manuscripts
Sheng et al. [1] claim that since automatic document reading does not always
allow to fully understand documents, additional techniques that go beyond the
mere use of OCR systems are needed. In particular, with respect to manuscripts,
locating the geographic origin or identifying the writer may be also relevant tasks.
For this reason the authors have decided to develop a particular set of features
that allows to map the pixels composing the characters in an high-dimensional
space, capturing in this way specific information about the characters. The pro-
posed features can be used separately or jointly and are based on the principle
of Joint Feature Distribution (JFD). The goal is to answer four questions in the
field of palaeography about who produced a certain document, which document,
when and where. The proposed features are divided between Textural based fea-
tures and Grapheme based features. The first ones consider the manuscripts as
textual images, extracting statistical information from the text blocks on the
entire image. They capture the curvature and skew characteristic of different
writing styles and typically do not require line or character segmentation. As for
the grapheme-based features, these allow to capture the statistical distribution
of the single character already segmented starting from documents. These are
based on the principle of the JFD to concatenate spatial information to obtain
a larger structure that is faithful to the traced sign. Among the features that
best allow to date a document, in their work the authors highlight CoHinge and
QuadHinge [2], which fall into the category of textural-based features, as well
as the Junction feature (Junclets) [3] with regard to grapheme-based features.
Wick et al. in [4] propose a method for the automatic transcription of lyrics in
mediaeval music manuscripts. The work is based on the open-source OCR en-
gine Calamari [5]. The predictions are made on previously segmented lines of the
original manuscript page using an available pre-trained model or with a custom
model. In [6], Wahlberg presents a method for line segmentation, along with a
set of features that can be used for text recognition, writer identification and
production dates.
2.2 Mask R-CNN
Artifical Neural Networks ,and in particular deep learning architectures, have
bee widely used in to process historical documents [7]. Among other approaches,
Mask R-CNN is one state of the art model for instance segmentation and object
detection, developed by Facebook AI Research group [8]. Mask R-CNN extends
Faster R-CNN (already used to locate words in early printed documents [9])
making use of an extra mask head and is composed by a standard convolu-
tional network for image classification and, on the top of that, an additional
fully convolutional network for semantic segmentation at pixel level on the pro-
posed regions. The network undergoes through two main stages. The first one
is responsible for generating, on the input image, a set of proposals i.e. regions
where there might be an object. The second one is related to the output pro-
duced by the network and is designed for classifying the proposal suggested at
(a) S Dritta. (b) S Tonda. (c) S Documentaria. (d) D Dritta. (e) D Tonda. (f) K.
(g) Z. (h) Z3. (i) C Cedigliata. (j) Et in legatura. (k) Et tachigrafica. (l) T assibilata.
Fig. 1: Graphemes of interest to be detected.
the previous stage, in order to allow bounding boxes and masks generation. At
the end of the process, the result is a bounding box that encloses the recognised
object and a pixel mask placed on it. The detection branch, that is the branch
for classification and bounding box, runs in parallel with a branch used for pre-
dicting segmentation masks, allowing a decoupling of the two tasks. For more
details refer to [8].
3 Building the dataset
It is important to remark that a program aimed at identifying simple graphemes
should not be designed taking into account one specific period for the manuscript
production or one particular region. Rather, it should focus on the peculiarities of
the graphic material to be examined, in which the simple grapheme has a specific
meaning. Even if the approach we propose is not designed to deal with cursive
writings and would not work for historical periods in which the syntagm is more
important than the paradigm, there are whole centuries whose manuscripts can
be suitably analysed and on which we focus our research: they are manuscripts
between the XIth and the XIVth centuries and also documents from the XVth
century.
The manuscripts used in this study are carefully selected from the large
Codex archive that has been built by SISMEL in the last twenty years by cata-
loguing mediaeval manuscripts from Tuscany in the Codex Project3. In particu-
lar, the data used are based on the ample collection of scanned works accurately
linked to the codicological descriptions. Taking into account the period of time
previously mentioned, we believe that it is important to identify - and compute
the distribution in the manuscripts - of the following graphemes: three variants
of the letter s and two of the letter d; ligature et; tachygraphic et; k; three vari-
ants of z (including the ç). Given the peculiarities of the dataset, we are also
considering to include the graphic sign ti assibilata: this is a ligature of t and i
3 https://www.sismelfirenze.it/index.php/biblioteca-digitale/codex
Fig. 2: Example of an annotated image viewed from the Interactive LabelMe interface.
that is however an isolated symbol. Currently, the data collection process is still
in progress, so this last grapheme will be introduced in a later version of the
dataset. The set of graphemes of interest is shown in Figure 1.
In order to locate and recognize the graphemes of the subset above, it was
necessary to build an appropriate dataset4 with Latin Middle Ages characters
from the period XI-XIV ineunte. The examples were gathered from manuscripts
of the accessible digital databases, giving preference to those originated from
Tuscany. To achieve good training of the neural network, only documents without
excessive signs of wear such as burns, rubs and tears were selected. However,
it should be noticed that online libraries of ancient documents usually expose
only low-quality images to the public. The difficulty of collecting good quality
pages suitable for our purpose inevitably influenced the quantity of images that
make up the dataset. The dataset consists of 49 pages of which only 11 are
completely labelled. Other documents have already been identified but have not
been validated; we plan to include the future release of the dataset a much larger
number of pages and examples.
The occurrences of the graphemes of interest have been manually annotated
through the Interactive LabelMe program [10, 11] (Figure 2) which outputs a
4 The manuscripts that make up the dataset are listed in the Acknowledgements sec-
tion and are available upon request by sending an email to the authors of this paper.
Table 1: Number of labelled graphemes in each split of the dataset grouped by class.
Class Train Validation Test Total
S dritta 1009 441 533 1983
D tonda 933 329 358 1620
S tonda 367 70 48 485
Et tachigrafica 279 39 26 344
D dritta 192 21 47 260
K 61 27 67 155
Et in legatura 106 21 18 145
C cedigliata 66 17 20 103
Z3 40 25 20 85
S documentaria 44 15 5 64
Z 16 2 2 20
JSON file containing polygonal segmentations of the graphemes. The JSON files
have been converted into the COCO (Common Objects in Context) format for
ease of use with Mask R-CNN. Since characters are usually drawn very close to
each other, some annotations contain not only the grapheme of interest but also
small portions of adjacent signs. This implies that some of the segmentations
have little noise which was nevertheless deemed acceptable.
Some of the images in the dataset have a very high resolution. This has a
positive effect on learning but is also a challenging element for the amount of
GPU memory required for training. After investigating various cutting methods,
we decided to cut each image into four blocks of the same size. Since manuscripts
do not have a predetermined page structure (in some documents the text is a
continuum without separation into columns while in others it surrounds figures
that can be placed anywhere in the page) all images are processed in the same
way. Annotations along the cut lines are discarded.
Since the dataset is to be used for a very specific task, we decided to rely
only on the content of carefully selected manuscripts, avoiding the use of data
augmentation techniques. As a consequence of this choice, considering also that
the Latin language has some graphemes much more frequent than others, the
number of annotated characters is strongly unbalanced in favour of some common
classes and is almost totally non-existent for other rare - but still important -
palaeographic letter variants (see Table 1). For instance, S dritta and D tonda
are the most frequent classes, making up 70% of the dataset. Such an unbalanced
set of data can create some learning issues. It is indeed highly probable that,
with this configuration, the network will learn well the most common classes,
and not so well the rarest ones. Finally, the dataset has been divided into train,
validation and test sets. Since a complete and reliable ground truth is critical to
a proper performance evaluation, the 11 fully annotated pages have been divided
between validation (5) and test (6). The remaining 38 documents were used for
training.
4 Model Identification
In this section we present the experiments conducted to adjust the hyper-parameters
to be used in the network training, discussing the effects produced by their vari-
ations and explaining how they led us towards the final model.
As previously discussed, this work is based on Mask R-CNN which is one
state of the art convolutional network used for object detection and image seg-
mentation. In particular, we selected the Detectron2 implementation developed
by Facebook AI Research Group [12]. To configure the network we used the
fine-tuning paradigm which consists of initialising the weights with a pre-trained
model. This approach is useful when training the network from scratch is made
difficult by limited amount of data available, as pointed out by a variety of scien-
tific publications [13–18]. The chosen model is a ResNet50 with a FPN backbone
trained for 37 epochs on the COCO dataset. After selecting the model, it was
necessary to refine the training parameters, paying particular attention to learn-
ing rate, the number of iterations and the batch size.
In order to identify the optimal learning rate we have carried out 69 indepen-
dent trainings composed of 500 iterations each, assigning to the i-th training the
lri computed as lri = 0.0001 · i. The aim of the experiment was to compute the
loss calculated on the train at the end of the 500 iterations, selecting the lr with
the highest variation towards the minimum value of loss. We observed that from
iteration i = 40 the loss increases, diverging at iteration 69. With low values
of lr (magnitude of 1e-3) we saw a good reduction, but the loss was still high.
We have therefore decided to keep the learning rate of 3.5e-3 which combines an
overall reduction with the minimum global value of loss.
The learning rate schedule and the total number of iterations have been iden-
tified through an experimental trial and error approach. All other configuration
parameters being equal, we evaluated different scheduling policies and max num-
ber of iterations by comparing the Precision, Recall and F1 measures calculated
on the validation set. Regarding the policy of variation, the best results have
been achieved by training the network with fixed learning rate of 3.5e-3 for a
total of 1150 iterations, obtaining the following values: Precision = 0.869, Recall
= 0.551, F1 = 0.675. Similar but slightly worse results were obtained by training
with lr fixed at 3.5e-3 for the first 800 iterations, then proceeding with a lr of
5e−4 for other 400 iterations.
Concerning the number of iterations with fixed learning rate, shorter training
provides a precision in the range of ±0.03 from the one of the selected model.
As an opposite case, training for more than 1150 iterations increases precision
by 5 percentage points, but at the same time negatively affects recall, bringing
it down to below 0.20. This trend is confirmed by the comparison of inference
boxes (Figure 3). An excessive number of iterations increases the confidence and
reduces false positives but at the same time makes the model no longer able to
detect graphemes that were previously retrieved. This behaviour is attributable
(a) Test with iteration parameter set to 1150. (b) Test with iteration parameter set to 1250.
Fig. 3: Prediction results on validation produced with different number of training it-
erations. When iterations exceed 1150, box predictions confidence increases but many
instances previously detected detected are no longer recognised.
to the fact that graphemes of the same class are written in slightly different ways
over the dataset, depending on the style of the writer. For instance, some graphic
signs can be traced in a more slanted way, can be larger than others and more
generally present very personal characteristics related to the hand of the writer.
All of this not to mention the fact that some graphemes are more likely to be
drawn close to each other, making it even more difficult to distinguish them.
Keeping all of this in mind, it is not surprising that an excessively high number
of iterations brings the network to overfit on the style of the grapheme used in
the train set, making it difficult to locate the others.
The last hyperparameter to be tuned is the batch size, i.e. the number of
training samples that are analysed by the network before performing a weight
update. The developers of Mask R-CNN adopted an "image-centric training"
with the consequence that the batch size corresponds to the number of images
analysed by the GPUs for each weight update. We choose a batch size of 16,
thus computing 4 documents at a time since each document is divided into four
images.
5 Result and Analysis
The fine-tuning paradigm discussed in the previous section had been actually
used even at an earlier stage of this work, when the available dataset was approx-
imately only 25% of the current size. Considering the dataset expansion work
carried out over the last few months, we questioned the usefulness of initialising
the network with a pre-trained model, thus investigating alternative methods of
initialisation. For this reason, inspired by [19, 20], we have made experiments
Table 2: Number of annotations of the two baseline trainings grouped by class.
Class Initial Train set Current Train set
S dritta 530 1009
D tonda 395 933
S tonda 78 367
Et tachigrafica 85 279
D dritta 28 192
Et in legatura 3 106
C cedigliata 32 66
K 22 61




on training from scratch, Furthermore, in this section we analyse how a highly
unbalanced dataset can influence network metrics to appear better than they
actually are.
Table 2 summarises the training examples of the two reference datasets
grouped by classes. It is easy to observe that due to the intrinsic rarity of some
graphemes, the example instances are not properly balanced. Moreover, more
than half of the classes in the initial dataset have fewer than 35 annotations, an
insignificant number compared to the great variety of sign executions that can
be found even within a single manuscript.
5.1 Models comparison
Throughout the analysis of the results we decided to prefer a higher recall even
at the expense of precision, provided that the value of the latter was at least
80%. The reason for this choice is related to the final objective of the research
project. If the automatic grapheme identification and localisation system had a
high recall and low precision it would provide many wrong results, leading the
user to not trust the system and requiring to manually check a large amount of
retrieved data. This would surely discourage the use of the software and therefore
must be avoided. Even the opposite situation - high precision, low recall - would
be counterproductive because it would provide data that is unrepresentative and
not able to satisfy the research, leading the palaeographer to search manually
for important but undetected graphemes. However, we would like to point out
that usually the analysis of the writing is manually carried out and that due to
the complexity and heaviness of the task it is usually done only on a very limited
selection of pages. For this reason obtaining even only a third of the instances
of a manuscript would be a considerable improvement.
Table 3: Comparison of the key metrics calculated on the validation set and test set
on different network configurations.
Validation Test
Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1
Network 0H 0.857 0.452 0.592 0.841 0.446 0.583
Network 1H 0.869 0.551 0.675 0.869 0.490 0.624
Network 0L 0.903 0.510 0.651 0.854 0.528 0.653
Network 1L 0.861 0.564 0.682 0.839 0.610 0.706
Considering the two datasets and the two techniques for initialising the
weights, we can identify the following scenarios to which we associate codes
for the sake of brevity: training from scratch on the initial dataset (0L); training
from scratch on the updated dataset (0H); pre-trained weights and small dataset
(1L); pre-trained weights and updated dataset (1H). By applying the approach
discussed in Section 4 we obtained the following 4 models:
– 0L is trained for 1400 iterations with fixed learning rate at 0.0035
– 1L is trained for 1400 iterations with fixed learning rate at 0.0035
– 0H is trained for 800 iterations with fixed learning rate at 0.0035
– 1H is trained for 1150 iterations with fixed learning rate at 0.0035
In the first analysis we make pairwise comparisons between the models group-
ing by weight initialisation method and structure of the training set (Table
3). Comparing 0H and 1H it is evident that the network initialized with pre-
calculated weights has better recall and precision values than its untrained coun-
terpart. This is justified by the fact that although the dataset is better supplied
with examples, these are not sufficient to allow a good training of the network
without the support of a basic model.
Comparing the models 0L and 1L on the validation set it emerges that, given
an equal length of training, initialising with pre-trained weights brings a benefit
in terms of recall (+0.054) at the expense of precision which instead decreases
by 0.042 points. From the analysis of the evaluation metrics, as the number
of iterations varies 0L shows a trend that grows smoothly on both precision
and recall, going into overfitting after iteration 1400. The 1L metrics, on the
other hand, are more abrupt, oscillating several times before reaching the values
previously reported. These behaviours are in line with what was discussed in
Section 4. The trend of the validation set is confirmed by the results obtained
on the test set.
When comparing the results on the test of all the networks, 1L and 0L models
obtain the best scores, ranking first and second respectively for F1 measure. From
these values it may seem that the models trained on the intial dataset are better
than those on the updated version. This would mean that the update of the
dataset made things worse, an unlikely behaviour if we compare the composition
of the two datasets. Although the problem of imbalance is still present, albeit in a
slightly reduced form: more than half of the classes exceeded the 100-annotation
Table 4: Comparison of the precision and recall metrics obtained on the test set and
grouped by classes for both network configurations 1L and 1H.
Network 1L Network 1H
Class Precision Recall Precision Recall Test set
S dritta 0.809 0.835 0.869 0.650 533
D tonda 0.919 0.664 0.952 0.332 358
S tonda 1.0 0.042 0.823 0.292 67
Et tachigrafica 0.611 0.423 0.733 0.423 48
D dritta 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.149 47
K 0.0 0.0 0.704 0.567 26
Et in legatura 0.0 0.0 0.882 0.833 20
C cedigliata 0.0 0.0 0.857 0.3 20
Z3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 18
S documentaria 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 5
Z 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2
threshold, becoming more significant in the training phase. Since this can only
be a positive fact, a deeper analysis is necessary.
First of all, we note that in this context it is much more useful and accurate to
assess precision and recall separately for each class, as in Table 4. This method of
analysis is necessary to take into account the different probabilities of occurrence
of Latin graphemes, element that inevitably affects the number of examples in
the dataset. However, every grapheme in the set of interest has relevance and
this is why it would be unacceptable to produce good results on only a subset
of the selected classes.
From the results grouped by class (Table 4) it is clear that 1L cannot provide
information on more than half of the characters and is therefore an unsatisfac-
tory model. This result can be explained by looking at the structure of the initial
training set: the 1L model has been able to specialise exclusively on the recog-
nition of the first four characters with the largest number of examples.
Comparing 1H and 1L we can say that having a lower recall on the most common
classes and a higher recall for all the others is a good indicator that the dataset
update has succeeded in preventing the network from specialising on a subset
of characters, bringing us closer to the final goal. Certainly further work needs
to be done to increase the number of examples relating to the graphemes Z3,
S documentary, Z, which are currently not recognised by the network because
they are last in terms of number of annotations.
Summarizing, the information on the performance of the models contained
in Table 3 expresses a value that may seem absolute but that in reality is closely
related to the structure of the training set used. It is therefore incorrect to use
the values in Table 3 to compare L models with H models and say that L models
are preferable to H models because they achieve better metrics. Instead, it is
correct to say that 1L and 1H are better than 0L and 0H respectively, i.e. that
initialization with pretrained weights produced better results than initialization
from scratch.
6 Conclusions
The content of this paper is part of a larger project which aims to provide
palaeographers with a software able to classify and locate simple graphemes
within mediaeval manuscripts. The major benefit of an automatic detection will
be to replace the time-consuming process of manual analysis with a quick and
easy way of obtaining information about simple graphemes contained within
entire document collections. The core of the system is a Mask R-CNN network
trained to recognise a specific subset of graphemes. The training phase was
carried out on a new dataset built by manually labelling images of manuscript
from the period XI to XIV. The results discussed in Section 5 show that among
the proposed models the best results are achieved by the pre-trained network.
This is justified by the fact that the amount of data available needs to be further
increased and better balanced before dropping the use of pre-trained weights.
Training from scratch provided satisfactory results, although slightly worse than
its pre-trained counterpart.
The first future development to be carried out concerns the improvement of
the dataset. Expanding the dataset by adding examples for rarer classes would
help in increasing the recall for those classes. In order to enhance the quality of
the training dataset another technique that could be applied is the one of data
augmentation in favour of those classes with fewer examples.
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